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applications receive, analyze, and manage data in real-time to help municipalities, enterprises, and
citizens make better decisions that improve quality of life.

Why Do Smart Cities Matter?

According to Grand View Research, the global smart cities market size was valued at USD 98.15
billion in 2020 and is expected to expand at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 29.3% from
2021 to 2028. With the growing awareness about “smart everything”, the smart cities concept has
been garnering attention, which is largely the result of all intermediary technologies. Furthermore,
increasing investments by city governments, central/federal governments, and dedicated governing
bodies have been primarily driving the market growth. Financing and funding models, technology
ecosystems, governance structures, and investments in infrastructure play an essential role in smart
city deployments and are expected to drive market growth over the forecast period.

A smart city is a framework, predominantly composed
of Information and Communication Technologies
(ICT), to develop, deploy, and promote sustainable
development practices to address growing
urbanization challenges.

A big part of this ICT framework is an intelligent
network of connected objects and machines (also
known as a digital city) transmitting data using
wireless technology and the cloud. Cloud-based IoT 
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OVERVIEW
What is a Smart City?
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Smart Buildings 
ex: smart waste cans automatically send data to waste management companies and schedule
pick-up as needed versus a pre-planned schedule.

Building Energy Optimization
Emergency Management
Parking Management System
Smart Citizen Services
Smart Education
Smart Healthcare
Smart Public Safety
Smart Street Lighting

ex: connected traffic lights receive data from sensors and cars adjusting light cadence and
timing to respond to real-time traffic, reducing road congestion

Smart Transportation
Connected Vehicle

ex: connected cars can communicate with parking meters and electric vehicle (EV) charging
docks and direct drivers to the nearest available spot

Freight Information System
Passenger Information Management System

ex: citizens' smartphone becomes their mobile driver's license and ID card with digital
credentials which speeds and simplifies access to the city and local government services

Smart Ticketing
Traffic Management System

ex: high-power embedded lamppost LEDs alert commuters about traffic issues and provide
severe weather warnings

Smart Utilities
Advanced Metering Infrastructure
Distribution Management System
Substation Automation

Citizens engage with smart city ecosystems in various ways using smartphones and mobile devices
and connected cars and homes. Pairing devices and data with a city's physical infrastructure and
services can cut costs and improve sustainability. The future of smart cities will involve advanced and
low-latency applications that leverage big data analytics and real-time video and information sharing,
enabled by symmetrical fiber or 5G wireless networks. Computing and storage at the edge, and fiber
that goes deep into neighborhoods is critical to get cities to that point with the help from IoT (Internet
of Things) sensors.

Smart city applications fall into the following categories:

Technologies are optimizing infrastructure, mobility, public services, and utilities. As described by Digi
International, some of the most notable examples in the US include:



Dallas, Texas
One of Dallas' primary concerns is water management. To that end, the city has adopted
smart water monitoring devices that can track usage throughout the city.

Chicago, Illinois
Water sensors - installed along river banks to monitor for flooding
Security camera - has been combined with sophisticated software footage to assist in
keeping the city safe
Smart streetlights - will automatically dim during periods when they're not needed

Austin, Texas

Seattle, Washington
Smart city goals include:

Predictive analytics for parking
Earthquake early warning
Earthquake damage assessment
Food rescue
Homelessness data modeling

Washington DC, District of Columbia
Washington's movement analytics program uses data from video cameras to identify who
and what is moving through the city including cars, buses, pedestrians, and bikes.

Boston, Massachusetts
Bostonians can use different city Smart Apps to report potholes in the street, report various
problems with city infrastructure and even communicated with city officials. There's even an
app for Boston residents to track their child's school bus. Boston hopes that, over time, the
data they collect can be used to alleviate traffic congestion as well as improve the services
that the city offers to its residents.

New York, New York
The Big Apple's Smart City initiatives are many, including:

Water management
Waste management
Traffic management
Tourism, navigation and mobility
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Austin has been involved with updating its electric grid
to a more efficient digital meter system. Other projects
include:

Smart stations - providing services for connected
and autonomous vehicles
Fleet electrification - a program to increase the
number of electric vehicles
Traffic safety - a program to reduce fatalities on city
streets



Continuous calculation of KPIs to ensure latency tolerances and performance demands are met
Instant alerts and auto-reaction to networking anomalies to avoid damaging expensive
components
Live monitoring of video streams from assembly lines to detect production issues

Why Next-Generation Network Performance Management?

Cirries offers a Next-Generation holistic 
Network Performance Management for Smart 
Cities which includes network performance 
Management, application performance, and 
digital experience monitoring for end-users and 
machine-to-machine communications. 
 
The key is to strategically place IoT (Internet of 
Things) sensors to collect session data in real-time along with network metadata (Syslog, SNMP,
Telemetry) from the smart city application. This process could be performed by either the smart city IT
staff or the system integrator supporting the smart city IT staff. 
 
The smart city goal is to reduce MTTR (Mean-Time-To-Repair) ensuring a high level of service for all
community end-users and IoT sensors. This is essential for a broader real-time monitoring strategy of
the network performance and for efficient root-cause analysis in the event of connectivity problems. A
smart cities’ next-generation holistic network performance management architecture enables a
centralized and unified network management solution of both wired/ wireless networks and IOT
sensors, providing 100% visibility into connected devices, traffic, resource usage and application
performance. 

DART Built for 5G Smart Cities

Cirries DART provides a holistic visibility suite that combines the best attributes of Network
Performance Management (NPM), Application Performance Management (APM), and Digital
Experience Monitoring (DEM). DART ingests streaming network data augmented with Machine
Learning to improve the manufacturing network experience, application performance, and device
performance; providing the optimal communication environment required for 5G monitoring.
It captures packets and metadata from the network for all sessions and then humanizes the data
delivered as visual actionable metrics. The primary objective is always to efficiently deliver
manufacturing services, solve performance and threat issues faster, and mitigate risk more effectively
than ever; maximizing the digital experience. These features include:
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The 4 Cornerstones of Data Analytics

Capturing all the network data is the only way to efficiently manage and protect your manufacturing
networks. The four cornerstones are illustrated below:

Packet Processing
DART Packet Sensor provides on-demand packet recording, DART flow data generation, and light
packet brokering capabilities, including filtering, shunting, and load balancing to forward packets to
other tool sets, i.e. security.

DART Flow Data
Network flow or traffic is the amount of data being transmitted across a network over a specific period.
Monitoring network flows is key to understanding the typical behavior and performance of your
network. DART provides flow generation to represent the traffic on the network for each session.
Cirries Enriched Netflow capability exceeds traditional Netflow Generation and Analysis by first
evaluating each and every packet in a flow, not sampled 1024:1 or higher by other Netflow
Generators. This allows the ability to provide detailed metrics for each flow including latency and error
conditions met along the flow path.
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Scalability – can grow as your smart cities network grows without limitations or replacement
Virtual Sensors - support nodes to join and leave virtual sensor networks, broadcasting and
merging of networks
Network Baseline – captures network activity, establishes a baseline and alerts on anomalies
Offline storage – able to download data to an external device for long-term analysis or regulatory
requirements
Auto-Discovery – identifies and discover network elements automatically and alerts when
abnormal changes occur
Auto-Mapping – geolocate your network locations on a map displayed on your start up screen
using Lat and Long coordinates
Auto-Drill Down – allows a location with an issue identified by a red icon on the map to be
clickable to drill down to the root cause
Workflows – eliminates manual investigation of anomalies by automatically investigating alarms
and provide the most likely cause
Machine Learning – uses machine learning to discover patterns and data trends
Video QoE – monitors and alerts on video performance degradation
Application Performance – measures and reports performance metrics
Segment Breakout- discrete calculations for access latency, overall network latency, and
application response

SNMP/Network Telemetry
SNMP is used to collect information about managed devices on networks. Devices that send SNMP
data include cable modems, routers, switches, servers, workstations, printers, and more. Correlating
this data with the other data from your network is key to finding erratic behavior or failures in network
elements. Network Telemetry works on the push model and can provide a more real-time view of key
metrics in the network including critical traffic and other performance measurements.

SYSLOG Data
Syslog is used by applications to send data about events, statuses, diagnostics, and the severity level
of an event. Syslog allows you to historically investigate incidents to determine and eliminate the root
cause. As a result, it can eliminate the damage caused by similar future events thereby saving
minutes or even hours of downtime.

The Best NPM Solution for Smart Cities Networks

DART network performance solution meets the following criteria needed for smart cities:
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Deploy sensors to monitor links to servers, server farms, and other critical network infrastructure
Deploy less costly sensor agents on SPAN/mirrow ports at the edge of your smart cities network
Gather data from infrastructure devices including packet brokers, load balancers, SD-WAN
forwarders, and next generation firewalls
Leverage traffic mirroring from cloud service providers such as AWS, Google Cloud Platform, and
Microsoft Azure to get visibility into cloud-hosted applications
Use Virtual sensors to gather data from cloud service providers such as AWS, Google Cloud
Platform, and Microsoft Azure to get visibility into cloud-hosted applications
Deploy a Network Performance Management software platform such as Cirries DART to provide
actionable insight into the data by providing dashboards that give you at-a-glance visibility into your
network's underlying health and performance
Since you now have full visibility, quickly fix anomalies, eliminate congestion, and proactively
manage usage to optimize and grow your network
Use Cirries Professional Services team to deploy and implement your NPM/APM/DEM platform and
assist on site or remotely to create implementation plans, build your network specific dashboards and
reports, review your network configuration and growth plans then suggest improvements to improve
efficiency

Sensor Deployment

Summary

DART provides a unique collection of next generation network tools for monitoring, securing, and traffic
engineering your smart cities network to guarantee the best possible User Experience by maximizing
network uptime and overall network performance. 

Cirries' DART is a holistic network, user experience, and application performance monitoring software
that provides complete visibility across physical, virtual, software-defined, and cloud network
infrastructures. With a comprehensive set of network monitoring tools, DART tracks all network flows and
application transactions across data centers and virtual environments, north-south and east-west. The
result? All user experiences and all applications and server performances become known and visible to
ensure quality of experience (QoE) across the organization.


